1. Introduction. Let If be a topological space and let X be a compact subset of M. After [2], we say that X has property U F 00 (or "16 UV™") in M if for each open set UCM such that XQU, there is an open set V such that XQ VQ U and V is contractible to a point in U. It is known [2] that each finite-dimensional compact absolute retract (i.e., retract of a cell) has property UV°° under some embedding in Euclidean space, and that if one embedding of a compact set X in a manifold has property C/F 00 , then so does every embedding of X in a manifold.
Armen trout has shown ( §10 [5] ). For the situation in the 3-dimensional case, see Theorem 1.
We shall use E n and S n to denote Euclidean w-space, and the n-sphere, respectively. The term "manifold" applies only to a connected space, unless stated otherwise. If G is a disjoint collection of closed subsets of a space X such that the union of the elements of G is PROOF. We assume a familiarity with Lemma 1 of [5] . Let an arbitrary open set VC.M 3 be given such that XQV. The first step is to show that there is a compact 3-manifold-with-boundary HQ. V such that XÇlnt H and such that H is a "homotopy cube-with-handles," that is, H is obtained from a homotopy 3-cell by adding orientable handles of index one to its boundary.
To do this, we make several applications of the UV™ property and of regular neighborhoods to find compact 3-manifolds-with-boundary K and Mi (K may not be connected) such that
such that Mi is contractible in V and Bd Mi is connected and nonempty, and such that each loop in K is contractible in Mi. Note that each polyhedral 2-sphere in Mi bounds a homotopy 3-cell in V and, since Bd Mi is connected, this homotopy 3-cell lies in Mi. We are now in a position to repeat, using the same notation, the argument outlining the proof of Lemma 1 in [5] . The only difference is that in the present situation we know only that a polyhedral 2-sphere in Mi bounds a homotopy 3-cell in Mi, rather than a piecewise-linear 3-cell. This will complete the first step of the proof, and makes use only of the fact that X£ U F 00 . The second step is to show, using the fact that X satisfies the cellularity criterion, that H can be chosen to be a homotopy 3-cell. For this we appeal to the proof of Theorem V of [5] , to "cut the handles" of D. R. MCMILLAN, JR.
[September our homotopy 3-cell-with-handles, without deleting any part of X in the process. By the first two steps, we may find homotopy 3-cells Hi, H 2i • • • , such that Hi+xQlntHi and X = f)^L 1 H i . The third step, which will complete the proof, is to show that there exists an integer N such that Ai = Hi-lnt H i+1 is topologically S 2 X [0, l] (a "3-annulus") for each i>N.
Let FiQlntAi be a polyhedral homotopy 3-cell obtained from Ai by tunneling along an arc from one component of Bd Ai to the other, and then shaving off a product neighborhood of the boundary of the resulting 3-manifold. Then Fi is a 3-cell if and only if Ai is a 3-annulus. A result of Kneser (pp. 252-255 of [3] ) implies that, since Hi is compact, there is an integer N such that Hi does not contain more than N disjoint, polyhedral homotopy 3-cells which fail to be 3-cells (apply Kneser's result to the "double" of Hi). This is the required N. 
